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ABSTRACT
Faculty in the fields of games and interactive media face significant challenges in publishing and documenting their scholarly work for evaluation in the tenure and promotion process. These challenges include selecting appropriate publication venues and assigning authorship for works spanning multiple disciplines; archiving and accurately citing collaborative digital projects; and redefining "peer review," impact, and dissemination in the context of creative digital works. In this paper I describe many of these challenges, and suggest several potential solutions.
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1 Games & Interactive Media in the Academy
Games and interactive media as a discipline is quite young in the context of academia—fewer than 30 years have passed since Abertay University’s School of Design & Informatics established the first undergraduate computer gaming degree in 1997 [1]. Since then, the number of programs has grown significantly; in April of 2019, the Entertainment Software Association’s database of college video game programs listed over 400 colleges offering bachelor’s degrees in the United States alone [15]. However, those programs—and the faculty within them—represent a disparate range of disciplinary roots and affiliations.

A common characteristic of games and interactive media programs is that they integrate technology, art, and media into both their curriculum and their faculty expertise. While many (though certainly not all) degree programs in games and interactive media are now housed in their own departments, those departments in turn are typically housed within a school or college with a narrower disciplinary focus. A review of just the top ten graduate game design programs listed in the 2019 Princeton Review rankings shows a wide range of parent colleges, including Fine Arts, Cinematic Arts, Digital Media Arts, Media Arts & Design, Arts & Humanities, Design & Informatics, Communication Arts and Sciences, Computing and Information Sciences, Engineering, and Arts & Humanities [47].

While the academic home for a games and interactive media program has a clear impact on its overall direction—one is unlikely to find a humanities-focused game studies program in an engineering college, for instance, or a programming-focused game development program in a communication college—many programs include faculty representing a more diverse range of disciplines than is generally found within their parent colleges.

2 Challenges in the Evaluation Process
Interdisciplinary research frequently presents significant challenges and barriers related to promotion and tenure, and research into games and interactive media is no exception. Scholars whose work encompasses creative digital works—such as original games, or interactive performances—face additional difficulties in the dissemination, description, and impact assessment their work.
2.1 Interdisciplinarity

Despite the interdisciplinary mix of faculty within many games and interactive media programs, and the emergence of a number of interdisciplinary games-focused conferences and journals, recent research indicates that scholarship in the field is becoming less unified and increasingly targeted at narrower, discipline-specific venues [14,33,34]. Deterding [14] argues that this shift is a natural result of the legitimization and integration of games research into more traditional disciplines. It is also possible, however, that these growing divides are a result of (or, at the very least, exacerbated by) the expectation that new faculty should adhere to the culture and norms associated with tenure and promotion in their academic units, rather than participating and publishing in less established and familiar interdisciplinary games and media venues.

Scholars in fields ranging from medicine to digital humanities have identified and wrestled with these problems [16,19,23–25,41,43]. In a 2014 article in *Nature*, Gewin [16] discusses the growing emphasis on interdisciplinary and “cross-cutting” research at funding agencies worldwide, as well as at many universities—but also points out the difficulty this type of research presents for scholars:

> “Interdisciplinary research can have downsides. Perhaps counter-intuitively, interdisciplinary researchers must carve out a speciality, to form a coherent body of work from disparate strands. This can be difficult if the goal is innovation rather than getting work published, and evaluation metrics can be a major pitfall. Publications in high-profile journals are still the main scorecards for tenure and promotion decisions in many countries. […] The result is a large gap between the growing number of incentives to conduct interdisciplinary research and the level of career advancement it can offer. Even securing a junior interdisciplinary post is fraught with difficulty (see *Nature* 476, 115–117; 2011), and career advancement for non-traditional research output poses even more challenges.”

Similarly, Rhoten and Parker’s 2004 study of five interdisciplinary research centers found that despite their recognition of its intellectual value, early-career tenure-track scientists were deterred from participating in interdisciplinary research due to the professional risks it entailed [43].

One particularly vexing problem for interdisciplinary researchers is the selection of an appropriate venue for the publication of their work. In the context of games research, for instance, a paper assessing the impact of a video game on physical health could be submitted to either a computing conference or a medical journal. Similarly, a project in which game scholars examine the role of mobile augmented reality games in teaching the public about situated history and culture could as easily be published in a games venue as in a history journal.

If a publication venue, regardless of its disciplinary focus, is one with wide dissemination and high impact within a scholarly community, it seems reasonable to think that the choice would not impact a faculty member’s promotion and tenure review. However, a committee’s lack of familiarity with the expected methods and presentation of research, and/or the reputation and value of publications in an unfamiliar domain, can still result in significant problems for a candidate who publishes their work in a venue outside their college’s discipline(s).

There are a growing number of conferences and journals focused on interdisciplinary research in games and interactive, as well as in the digital humanities. Publishing in these venues, however, results in problems that are comparable to cross-disciplinary problems discussed above. In addition, early career scholars are often reluctant to submit their work to these new venues, which have not yet had time to establish their impact in the research literature.

2.2 Assessing the Quality of Creative Digital Works

Evaluation for tenure and promotion focuses on assessing the quality of the candidate’s scholarly work, and a key factor in that evaluation is demonstrated peer review of the work. For written works, which are the standard method of scholarly dissemination in the sciences and humanities, this peer review typically occurs via conference, journal, or academic press editorial review. Committees generally place significant weight on journal and conference rankings within a discipline, as well as citation rankings for both individual publications and the candidate’s overall body of work.

In the arts, however, scholarship includes a wider range of creative output, with guidelines and criteria for evaluation that differ substantially from those used for written works. Creative works in the visual arts can be peer reviewed through juried exhibitions or curated collections, and the works can often be preserved in their original form for evaluation by promotion and tenure committees. Works by performing arts faculty, in contrast, are often ephemeral events, and even if they are preserved through recordings, it is not possible for review committees to fully experience the original production. These works are more likely to demonstrate peer review and impact through published reviews and attendance numbers.

Faculty who are housed in a college with an emphasis on written scholarship, but whose scholarship includes visual or performative work, face a particular challenge when making a case for the scholarly value of that work to their review committees. The College Art Association has produced a set of guidelines that directly address the difficulties that can arise when digital scholarship is reviewed by faculty who are accustomed to using quantitative measures of quality, such as rankings of journals or citations:

> “It should be noted that the majority of dissemination opportunities in art and design are within venues wherein impact is determined by numerous, varied, and nuanced considerations. Accordingly, venues are not ranked in a
manner consistent with or parallel to scholarly publications in certain academic disciplines where widely accepted and distinctly ranked orders of importance and impact might exist. (As an example, there is no accepted preeminent art/design award or gallery in the United States.) However, the candidate’s documentation of quality and impact measures must then be accepted as valid by the committee members, which may not always be the case. [11]

The growth of programs in the digital humanities, in particular, has pushed universities and disciplines to develop tenure and promotion guidelines that explicitly address the evaluation of digital scholarship [3,9,12,35]. While some of these documents are very discipline specific, others are broad enough in their scope to be applicable to scholarship in games and interactive media, as well. As an example, the University of Nebraska has developed criteria for assessing digital research in the humanities that include a significantly broader set of potential criteria, including the impact as evidenced through citations in other scholars’ works, the number of unique users viewing the work, and links to the work from other reputable sites [9]. This use of nontraditional but still quantifiable measures is highly applicable to work in games and interactive media.

Another notable component of many digital humanities guidelines is the suggestion that committees include members with experience and knowledge regarding digital scholarship. The American Historical Society, for instance, recommends that committees unfamiliar with digital scholarship solicit input from colleagues with the experience and expertise to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the works under review [3].

In computing fields, there have also been attempts to address the challenge of evaluating digital works. The Computing Research Association published a document in 1999 entitled Evaluating Computer Scientists and Engineers For Promotion and Tenure—which, unfortunately, does not appear to have been updated in recent years. While the document provides guidance on the evaluation of digital artifacts, its focus is on software products and data sets, and the assessment of quality is based primarily on peer-reviewed published research describing the creation of the work:

The artifact is a self-describing embodiment of the ideas. Though publications are necessary for the obvious reasons — highlighting the contribution, relating the ideas to previous work, presenting measurements and experimental results, etc. — the artifact encapsulates information that cannot be captured on paper. Most artifacts “run,” allowing evaluators to acquire dynamic information. Further, most artifacts are so complex that it is impossible to explain all of their characteristics; it is better to observe them. Artifacts, being essential to the research enterprise, are essential to its evaluation, too. [39]

This emphasis on traditional publications continues to inhibit the ability of junior faculty in computing and humanities programs to engage in creative digital scholarship. In some cases, university policies primarily directed at the digital humanities are broad enough to extend to digital media scholarship in other disciplines. There are also a few games and interactive media programs that have developed guidelines specifically for the evaluation of their faculty’s creative works. At the Rochester Institute of Technology, for instance, the School of Interactive Games & Media developed a set of guidelines to supplement those provided by its parent unit, the College of Computing and Information Sciences [40]. While these guidelines lay out a variety of alternative measures for assessing the quality and impact of digital media projects, the burden of determining and explaining those measures falls primarily to the candidate. And faculty from other departments in the college may not be able—or willing—to determine the validity of those measures.

2.3 Archiving and Accessing Creative Digital Works

Scholars in games and interactive media are also faced with the problem of how to provide access to their creative works so that others can interact with it, cite it, and, in the case of tenure and promotion, evaluate it. Even when evaluators are willing to provide access to their creative works themselves may in fact have more formal criticism, wider dissemination, and higher impact than the papers that follow in its wake, they will still need access to the original work in some form in order to fully evaluate its quality.

When games and interactive media are published on physical media, it is somewhat easier to provide this access to review committees, as well as to include them in library collections and databases. Works that are not available in a self-contained tangible form, however, are significantly more difficult to archive and access. Archiving problems can include the ephemeral nature of works such as live performances or installations, the dependence of online works on servers and network connectivity, and the use of technology that becomes obsolete or inaccessible. It is also quite difficult to include ancillary components such as design documentation or codebases as a part of an archived creative work.

In recent years, a number of libraries and museums—including both the National Museum of Play [49] and the Library of Congress [38]—have begun to build collections of digital games, and to develop and implement methods for preserving access to those games in the face of rapidly changing technical environments [5,32]. These long-term collections are valuable for research purposes, but do not address the need of junior scholars to provide access to their own works for tenure and promotion evaluation.

Many scholars in games and digital media have chosen to archive their works themselves—on their own servers, via code repositories such as GitHub, or through institutional repositories. In cases where the work is ephemeral and cannot be
preserved in its original form, they may choose to collect images, videos, and/or narratives that can represent the original work. While these self-archiving efforts can be effective in providing short-term access to the work, they require a significant level of technical expertise on the part of faculty as well as access to appropriate infrastructure.

Even when scholars have access to an institutional repository capable of housing complex digital works, the proliferation of separate individual and institutional archives can make it extremely difficult to locate or find specific works, or to identify connections between works and creators.

When a project involves collaborators from different institutions, additional problems emerge. Faculty (understandably) may not trust that a work archived on the server of a colleague from another institution will be consistently available to them—or to the committee evaluating them. This can lead to multiple copies of the work being archived in different locations, making it difficult to determine which copy should be referenced used when citing the work. The metadata structure for items in institutional repositories may also make it difficult to properly attribute the range of roles associated with a creative work.

2.4 Citing Games & Media

Across academia, and particularly in the sciences, the impact and quality of a work, as well as the reputation of individual scholars, is typically measured through bibliometric analysis. In addition to citation count and impact analysis, review committees also attempt to determine the centrality of a given author’s role in collaborative research—often relying on the order of authorship as part of that assessment. However, citation conventions can vary significantly across disciplines. In some fields, for instance, the senior author is listed first. In others, the author who has put the most time into the work is listed first, and the senior faculty member is listed last. In others, authors are listed alphabetically. Researchers found that authors whose names are listed neither first nor last are typically perceived as less important in the research. When research is conducted by interdisciplinary teams, deciding the order of authorship can be as fraught a decision as the choice of venues.

In the case of creative works, where there are seldom traditional “authors,” but rather collaborators working in parallel on separate aspects of a project (e.g. design, development, narrative, graphics, production, etc), the order of authorship problem is exacerbated by the fact that there is no agreed-upon standard for identifying roles.

The lack of both citation standards and persistent archiving methods for creative digital work has made it extremely difficult for researchers to properly and consistently cite those works. That, in turn, significantly reduces the evidence of reputation and impact for a given a project, since it is nearly impossible to aggregate citation count across multiple self-archived instances of a work, each using different descriptive metadata.

3 Potential Solutions to Evaluation Problems

3.1 Post-Publication Peer Review

Academia’s near-exclusive reliance upon peer reviewed publications in the evaluation of faculty scholarship has been repeatedly criticized by established researchers. Cole et al’s 1981 article “Chance and consensus in peer review” independently evaluated 150 proposal submitted to the National Science Foundation (NSF), and performed an analysis comparing their independent reviews to the actual funding outcomes. They found that “the fate of a particular grant application is roughly half determined by the characteristics of the proposal and principal investigator, and about half by apparently random elements which might be characterized as ‘luck of the reviewer draw.’” Richard Smith, former editor of the prestigious medical journal BMJ, penned a scathing critique of peer review in 2010, opening with this paragraph:

‘If peer review was a drug it would never be allowed onto the market,’ says Drummond Rennie, deputy editor of the Journal Of the American Medical Association and intellectual father of the international congresses of peer review that have been held every four years since 1989. Peer review would not get onto the market because we have no convincing evidence of its benefits but a lot of evidence of its flaws. [46]

Even the most outspoken critics of pre-publication peer review have had to acknowledge that the practice is so deeply ingrained into academic culture that it is unlikely to be displaced soon. Nonetheless, dissatisfaction with traditional peer review has resulted in the development of new ways of assessing the value of scholarly work. Rather than replacing pre-publication peer review, these approaches can take place after a work has been published, and can provide tenure and promotion committees with additional information on the impact and dissemination of a candidate’s scholarly work.

One of the more widely discussed and implemented approaches is that of post-publication peer review (PPPR), in which some form of quantifiable review is performed on articles after their publication. Some proponents of PPPR argue that participation in post-publication review should be open to any reader of the work, while others suggest a second layer of expert peer review.

Altmetrics, which fall into the first category, are one of the more widely-recognized forms of PPPR. This approach gathers and reports references to published scholarly works that come from sources other than other scholarly publications—including mainstream news stories, social media, Wikipedia, and cloud-based references managers such as Mendeley [2]. The result is a quantitative measure that shows a broader range of dissemination and impact, and that is relatively easy for review committees to interpret. However, because this measure does not focus on evaluation by experts within a given discipline, committees may not consider it a reliable measure of quality.
A less well-known approach to PPPR, which does incorporate expert review, is the use of overlay journals [6–8,36], which have also been referred to as deconstructed journals" [45]. These are journals that resemble anthologies, with expert editorial boards selecting already-published articles for inclusion. The majority of existing overlay journals draw their content exclusively from ArXiv and/or open access journals, which allows them to republish the articles in their entirety without concerns over copyright. It is also possible, however, to create overlay journals that are essentially a peer-reviewed annotated bibliography, with links to the original articles.

In the context of interdisciplinary fields such as games and interactive media, an overlay journal has the potential to address the conflict between the need for pre-tenure faculty to publish their work in journals and conferences familiar to their review committee, and the value of contributing to an interdisciplinary publication. The overlay journal would provide additional evidence of the perceived quality of a given publication, as well as providing it with broader dissemination outside of the faculty member’s “home” discipline.

It is not only junior scholars who would benefit from an interdisciplinary overlay journal; such a publication would also provide a valuable resource for all scholars by offering a “best of field” work in games scholarship. Senior faculty in any discipline typically become increasingly specialized in their work, developing deep knowledge in a specific subfield of games and interactive media. Like their departments and colleges, however, as they become more specialized in their focus, they can also become less familiar with important new research in other subspecialties. An overlay journal could offer all researchers a way to stay up to date on relevant research across a wide range of specialties.

The devil, however, is in the details when it comes to introducing a new type of publication in a scholarly context.

On the technical side, it is not clear whether existing overlay journal tools could easily be used for such a project, or if they are too tightly coupled to open source publications. Because this type of overlay journal would point to resources rather than housing them, the technology requirements would focus less on the publication and archiving of the works, and more on the way those works are organized and described.

From a publishing standpoint, there are additional questions. Who would oversee the publication and select the editorial board? A commercial publisher? A professional organization such as HEVGA, DiGRA, or ACM? A university press? An independent cooperative of researchers? Would citations to articles point to the overlay journal, or to the original journal of publication? Would the publication itself be indexed for inclusion in databases like the ACM Digital Library and Google Scholar?

These are hardly impossible questions to answer, but they will require collective interest in and commitment to exploring and answering them.

3.2 Repositories of Creative Work

While overlay journals have primarily been used to collect and disseminate written research, they could also serve that purpose for creative digital works. Inclusion of a creative work in conferences or journals, however, does not fully address the archiving problems discussed in section 2.3. Without a permanent resource identifier that can be used for citing a digital work, it is difficult to track impact and dissemination—and citations would fail to include much of the accompanying documentation that would be of value to other scholars. One possible approach to dealing with these archiving issues would be to create digital repositories that have been optimized for games and interactive media.

Unfortunately, academic researchers have consistently resisted the use of institutional digital repositories, despite repeated attempts by academic libraries to encourage and even mandate their use [13,42,44]. In many cases, that resistance is due to the fact that it is the institution, not the individual researcher, that benefits from placing items in the repository. In the case of creative digital works, however, the repository would be addressing an acute need, increasing the likelihood of adoption.

For that to happen, however, repositories will need to be better optimized for describing and storing collaborative creative works. Creating repositories for this purpose will require a number of key components:

1) **Metadata** (schemas and controlled vocabularies) to represent the unique characteristics of games as well as their associated development materials. Significant work in this area has already been done by members of the GAMECIP project [18,20–22], and by Jin-Ha Lee at the University of Washington [27–30]. However, their excellent foundational work has yet to be implemented in university contexts.

2) **Repository software** capable of housing the range of components associated with a game—such software, development documents, media assets, related papers and presentations. Tools such as a Fedora (and associated front-ends for it, such Islandora and Samvera) hold promise in this area [4,26,48].

3) **Interface design** focused on the needs of both game creators and game researchers. While there is literature focused on interface design for digital repositories in general [17,31,37], the lack of existing game repositories means that work has not yet been applied in that context.

Another factor impacting faculty willingness to use institutional repositories is the fact that these repositories are typically not linked together in a way that facilitates cross-institutional
(sometimes referred to as “federated”) search—a problem that is exacerbated by the poor user interfaces that characterize most repository systems. While repositories can still be effective alternatives to self-archiving by individual faculty, they fail to provide a path for easy discovery of content, which makes them less appealing to scholars than successful large-scale shared repositories like ArXiv and SSRl. To create an effective network of repositories, however, it will first be necessary to design and test individual collections.

4 Conclusions
The problems related to evaluation of scholarly work in games and interactive media are significant, but they are not insurmountable. Solutions, however, will require scholars, institutions, and organizations to look beyond traditional journal and conference publishing, and to commit to the development of novel methods for disseminating work in our field.
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